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Juvie is no picnic. That’s always been true, but the ones they send teenage cross-

dressers to, where they use shock treatment and aversion therapy to cure the poor

tweeners of what they politely call a ‘perversion’—they’re the worst. I won’t bore

you with the details, but suffice to say the Spanish Inquisition has nothing on the

religious types who run these places.

I was in Grey Mountain Correctional for a whole year, but they didn’t break me.

Not to say they didn’t try, but when you get down to it I’m not sure they really

gave a damn. As long as someone paid the bills and you told ‘em that you’re done

with dresses and lingerie and everything else they consider feminine, the bastards

were satisfied. They only let me out when I turned eighteen and the insurance

money dried up. They even gave me a certificate that said I was cured.

The bus pulled up at the drop-off in suburban San Jose. I couldn’t see Aunt Cassie

in the dozen or so people waiting for their kids, but true to form she was probably

running late. My mother’s little sister became my legal guardian when Mom died

while I was inside. My father took off years ago, so Cassandra was pretty near the

only family I had left. She and her 12-year-old son Damien; her boyfriend Kurt

didn’t count because they’re not married and he isn’t even Damien’s father.

I waited for two hours, until it started raining. The bus and everyone else had long

since left, but Aunt Cassie never showed. So I hauled my suitcase onto a city bus

and made my way out to the ‘burbs where the three of them lived—in a split-level

house built in the Fifties, with a white picket fence and a flower garden that my

aunt tended religiously. She was probably there now and just lost track of time.

Actually, I was looking forward to seeing the garden. Grey Mountain was way out

in the middle of nowhere—a heavily forested nowhere someplace in Idaho—and I

was done with trees. I was looking forward to having a little color in my life, not

to mention my very own room for a change.

The house looked dark. I knocked on the front door and got no answer, but the

garden was around back. Alas, no one there either. The lights inside were off,

which was odd because her car was in the driveway. Could she be napping?

I tried the kitchen door. It wasn’t locked. I stepped inside and called out. I didn’t

want to frighten her, but I had been invited to stay. Plus, I had nowhere else to go,

which is a pretty dismal feeling. Bad enough that my mother was dead, but I’d lost

touch with my old friends and I got the sense that I was no longer welcome in the

neighborhood where I grew up. It’s tough being alone.
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I found Aunt Cassie in the living room—what was left of her. Nothing but a pile

of women’s clothing wrapped around a female skinsuit that looked an awful lot

like Cassandra herself, although it was hard to tell with the thing deflated like that.

I recalled reading about what the press had termed a ‘costume gun’, which could

do this to a body; a flood of cheap knock-offs had hit the market of late. Since

they weren’t real guns the way weapons that fire bullets are, the government had

no problem declaring them illegal and the police were trying to round them all up

before too many folks got turned into skinsuits. They say it might be possible to

reverse the process and recover the victim, but that seemed pretty iffy to me.

Where was her brain supposed to be stored in the meantime?

I looked around. My aunt must’ve been shot before she could come get me, which

oddly enough made me feel a bit better. At least I hadn’t been forgotten. But if the

house had been burgled, it wasn’t obvious what had been taken. Their big fancy

television was still mounted to the wall and Cassie’s purse was untouched. Maybe

they got spooked by a neighbor or something.

That left me with a dilemma. Here I was in a house I didn’t live in—not yet, at

least—and besides the skinsuit itself there was nothing to prove that a crime had

been committed. Would the police conclude that I had done this? Maxwell Jump,

known juvenile delinquent of the cross-dressing variety? They might.

Worse, when last we spoke Aunt Cassie told me she was still looking for the right

time to tell Kurt I was coming. She knew he wouldn’t approve, but since she was

the sole owner of the house he didn’t have much say in the matter. If he still hadn’t

been told, I was liable to be out on my ass before sunset—and homeless.

I stared at the skinsuit, lying on the couch where I’d left it. Item by item, I picked

up her clothing and folded them into a neat pile. The obvious answer was staring

me in the face. Did I really have a choice?

I locked the back door and hauled my suitcase up to the attic, stashing it behind a

pile of old bankers boxes—along with the duds I was wearing, my wallet and ID,

the certificate from GMC; everything.

The master bedroom beckoned. Grey Mountain had failed in their attempt to cure

me of transvestism, and the proof rose in my heart as I contemplated a woman’s

fully equipped boudoir, with a packed closet, a full dresser and a vanity covered

with neatly organized trays of cosmetics. For a price, it was all mine.

The price tag, of course, was ethical—and emotional. I’d be covering up evidence

of a crime, and I’d be impersonating a member of my own family; the only person

in the world who still loved me. Then again, she was already gone… and perhaps

this was a way of bringing her back, for the sake of her son.
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On the one hand, I was conflicted. On the other hand, I really had no alternative.

So I put on the skinsuit, and I became my Aunt Cassandra. God help me.

~

She went on easily, I’ll give her that. Not being the biggest guy in the world, I was

only an inch taller and maybe twenty pounds heavier, but the skinsuit didn’t seem

to care about any of that. God knows what it did with the extra mass. Maybe it

ended up in the same place as the victim’s brain.

Once I’d settled my hands and feet into the suit’s limbs and tugged the tiny zipper

up my back, I bent over and dove into the headpiece. The fit was tight, and it was

tricky to get everything lined up right, but my eyes, mouth and ears finally popped

into place—and for an instant my whole body went numb. My brain throbbed, and

it made me wonder just what the hell was going on. Was it my brain that was being

sent into the twilight zone? Was it my mind that was being copied into

Cassandra’s brain, complete with memories and attitudes and a typical male

outlook on life? Too many questions and no answers.

In the end it didn’t matter. When my head stopped aching, I looked into the vanity

mirror and found Aunt Cassie staring back. “I’m really sorry,” I told her, in my

aunt’s familiar velvety voice. “You sure as hell didn’t deserve this.”

I tried not to notice her nakedness; Cassandra looked enough like a younger

version of my mother to make that feel awkward. I quickly donned the lingerie

she’d been wearing: a white bra and panties, nude stockings and a nylon half-slip.

I had found no tampon in the pile; either that item vanished along with her internal

organs, or it just wasn’t her time of the month. Or was it my internal organs that

had gone bye-bye? After all, I was female now. The uterus and whatever else was

in there certainly hadn’t been imported from my old self. How much of this body

could be said to have come from poor unlamented Maxwell Jump?

Perhaps nothing but the contents of my mind. I certainly didn’t feel any different

in the thinking department, but really—how would I know?

Cassie had been wearing a simple long-sleeved shift dress when she was shot. For

continuity it seemed like a good idea to put it back on. The garment had a floral

bodice with a bateau neckline and a longish skirt, just below knee level. Modest,

to be sure, but Cassandra was a respectable woman.

Mind you, the pink stiletto pumps she’d been wearing were a bit racy, but from the

number of high heels artfully arranged on shelves in one corner of the room, the

lady must’ve been a bit of a clotheshorse for shoes. Did that make her a ‘shoes-

horse’ or a ‘heels-horse’? Either way, I resolved to wear a different pair each day.
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I ran a brush through the brunette hair that fell a 

few inches past my shoulders, then eyed myself 

thoughtfully in the mirror. Cassie was barely ten 

years older than me, and the family resemblance 

was obvious, so in one sense this wasn’t all that 

different from my old cross-dressing escapades

in the weeks and months before I’d been caught 

and shipped off to Grey Mountain. But there was 

one very important difference: now I was female. 

What I was doing could no longer be considered 

cross-dressing; I was properly attired for the body 

I now possessed, pure and simple.

I let that sink into my mind: I was a woman.

Deep breath, Max. I slid my hands down the side 

of my body, feeling the gentle flare of my hips. 

Cassandra wasn’t exactly voluptuous, but she 

was slim and decidedly easy on the eyes. This 

was a body I could be proud of, which was a 

major change of pace from what poor Maxwell 

had to deal with his whole life. I might not’ve 

been much of a man, but as a woman…

My lips curved into a smile. I was miserable

as a man, but as a woman? As Cassandra I

could actually imagine someday reaching a

state that most people would call happiness.

Or something very close to it.

Then the back door banged open and my

guilt returned like the proverbial bucket of

cold water. Damien was home from school

—and I was no less than the boy’s mother. I

took a deep breath and went down to meet him.

The kid was every bit as cocky as I recalled.

He greeted me with a lopsided grin, a quick

“Hey, Mom,” and a demand for a snack. I

hopped to it and made him a PB&J, hoping

that would be enough. It seemed to do the trick. 

Without so much as a thank-you he disappeared 

into the basement and fired up his game console.
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How I got through the rest of the day I’ll never know. I’d never cooked, so it was

a major challenge to throw together enough ground beef and Hamburger Helper to

satisfy a budding teenager and a thirty-something man exhausted from staring at a

computer screen all day. Neither of them wanted to chat, which was probably for

the best. I didn’t know Kurt at all. I’d met him once or twice at family gatherings,

and he didn’t have much to say then either. It wasn’t much to base a relationship

on, but I had little choice but to try.

~

I’d never been a parent, much less anyone’s mother, but I gave it the old college

try. Too bad I’d never been to college. For a whole week I managed to keep the

house clean, wash clothes, do the grocery shopping, and cook just well enough to

keep the three of us from starving. Aunt Cassie ran her own florist shop as well,

but I had no clue how to do that so I just closed the business ‘on account of

illness’. Kurt didn’t seem to notice anything amiss; he was too busy working

himself into an early grave. However, Damien was an absolute nightmare.

I had the general idea that kids are supposed to do their homework, get to bed on

time and actually go to school, but Damien didn’t do any of those things. I only

found out he was skipping school when the principal’s office called and asked if

Damien was home sick. I told them I’d have a word.

As I’d come to expect, he blew me off. “Got better things to do, Mom.” He paused

his Xbox long enough to smirk. “Nice job with dinner, though. A few more days

like this and I’m gonna forget what vegetables look like. Good riddance too.”

I asked him, attempting sarcasm, what I was supposed to tell the school.

“Tell ‘em whatever you want. Makes no difference to me.” As I turned to leave he

added, “By the way, ya might want to put a lid on it in the bedroom. I live right

across the hall, y’know. Sounded like a gang bang in there last night.”

The blood rose to my cheeks and I fled upstairs. The night before had been my

first time with Kurt, being unable to put him off any longer. To my lasting shame,

I’d given in to the pleasures of my new body—apparently, quite loudly.

The next day, my addition of boiled carrots to the evening meal crashed and

burned like what an asteroid did to the dinosaurs. Damien was furious. He threw a

fit and stormed off, after warning me to knock it off—I could be replaced.

“He’s just a kid,” Kurt said. “The carrots were good. After all, we can’t have just

Hamburger Helper every night.”

I stared at my Stroganoff-flavored plate of gruel, swimming in a thin liquid no one

in their right mind would call gravy. “I thought I was doing okay.”
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“No complaints here, babe. I figured you were just busy at the shop or something.

The kid’ll come around. It’s not like he’s never eaten vegetables before.”

Maybe not. But it was beginning to look like he’d never eat them again.

~

As the days slid by, being a woman began to feel normal. My cooking improved, I

put a lid on my bedroom vocals, and Damien’s attitude took a slight turn for the

better. He even went to school now and then. When he wasn’t working too hard

Kurt proved to be a gentle lover and all-around good guy. What Aunt Cassie saw

in him was coming to be what I saw in the man, which left me questioning exactly

who I was—or who I was on my way to being. Was I a man or a woman? Could I

actually be Aunt Cassandra for the rest of my life? I thought about it every day.

Then, about a month after my arrival, everything changed.

I received a call from Kurt’s workplace. He hadn’t come into the office, or logged

on at home, or responded to emails, for nearly two days. Was he sick?

Not knowing what to say, I replied that he was. “Please have him contact us as

soon as he’s able,” a male someone said, possibly Kurt’s boss. “I hate to sound

heartless, but we really need to know if he’s going to be able to finish the module

he’s been working on.”

“I’ll tell him.” Not right away, of course, because he wasn’t home. He also wasn’t

answering his phone; it went straight to voicemail. I left a message, not knowing

what to think. Was he hurt? Had there been an accident? Wouldn’t I have been

notified? Where was he yesterday? He’d been working late—or so I thought—but

the dinner I left in the fridge hadn’t been touched. He wasn’t in bed when I woke

up—had he been there at all? Anxiety set in as the evening wore on.

My questions were answered close to midnight, when a taxi pulled up and a drunk

Kurt staggered into the house. He looked me over through filmy eyes. “So you’re

the little wife, huh? Looks like this dude hit the jackpot.” He tried to high-five me.

“C’mon babe, let’s hit the sheets.”

“Girlfriend,” I said, arms crossed. “Also, are you kidding me?”

“Ah kid ya not,” he drawled, pointing to his watch. “Chop, chop, clock’s ticking.”

I started up the stairs, then turned to glare at him. “You, sir, can sleep on the couch

tonight. We’ll talk about this in the morning.”

“Oooh no you don’t! Ah paid good money for the wifey experience.” He followed

me upstairs and blocked the bedroom door with his foot when I tried to close it.

Then he barged in and wrestled me onto the bed. “Babe, I am gonna rock—”
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Lucky for me—and sadly for him—he was too drunk to do much more than flail

around on top of me. A few seconds of that and I pushed him off the bed. He hit

the carpet with a loud thump, a slurred wail, and shortly thereafter—snoring.

I spent the night on the couch myself, fully dressed. The next day, over breakfast,

Kurt was in a foul mood. He ate my scrambled eggs but kept glaring at me, and at

Damien as well. Afterwards, my son told him “Time’s up, dude” and disappeared

into the basement. Kurt aimed one more stone-cold scowl at me, then followed

Damien downstairs.

I was busy after that, running errands, but when I got home Kurt’s car was still in

the garage. He wasn’t in the den where he kept a simple home office, and he

wasn’t upstairs either. I dared hope that he might have gone back to work, but why

wouldn’t he have taken the car? I stared at the closed basement door, which stood

between the kitchen and the dining room. The basement was Damien’s lair and he

did not like to be disturbed, but that was where I’d last seen Kurt.

I eased the door open. The lights were on, as they usually were, but silence

reigned. I hesitated, then took off my shoes. Leaving them behind, I descended the

stairs. The only sound was my own breathing.

This was absurd. The boy was my son—or at least Aunt Cassandra’s—not some

creature from hell, his name notwithstanding. He was probably at school, and my

boyfriend had no doubt snuck back to work, afraid to face me after his beastly

behavior the previous night. I tried to relax as I rounded a turn in the staircase, my

fingers trailing lightly along the plywood wall. Surely there was nothing to—

I stopped. Was that a skinsuit?

The shrunken thing lay draped over the old couch in the rumpus room. My first

thought was that it didn’t look female at all. I had only ever seen one such suit: the

one I was now wearing. I’d thought that Cassie’s attacker was a burglar looking to

rob the place, yet the presence of another skinsuit suggested otherwise. It certainly

wasn’t here the last time I’d ventured into the basement. The only explanation I

could think of was that Damien must’ve found it somewhere. He should’ve told

me about it, of course, but—I bit my lip. Had he been wearing the thing himself?

I moved closer. It was male, that much was certain. The head was flopped over the

back of the couch. When I pulled it into view my heart froze. It was Kurt!

I backed away. I’d seen the man only this morning, how could—

“Well, well… I think I’m gonna have to get me a new mommy.”

I turned on a dime. Damien stood framed in the doorway to the workshop, holding

a strange gun-like device, pointed straight at me. He smirked.
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“You think I don’t know who you are, cousin? Who do you think shot my mom in

the first place?” He sauntered closer. “I knew you were coming. She told me about

your sicko cross-dressing a long time ago, before your mom shipped you off to

that reform school. She was hoping I wouldn’t embarrass you by mentioning it.”

He shrugged. “The old girl was getting on my nerves. I figured you might be

easier to get along with. Easier to manipulate at least.”

I struggled to comprehend the kind of mentality I was facing. “I don’t believe this.

You actually shot your own mother?”

“Sure did. And I’m about to do it again.” He raised the weapon. “I think I’ll rent

you and Kurt out as a pair; maybe to married people who wanna try ‘doing it’ as

the opposite sex. It didn’t work out so well with just him.”

Only then did I realize that it wasn’t Kurt who’d tried to have his way with me. It

was some pervert wearing Kurt! Oddly enough, I felt relieved—in spite of the fact

that Kurt himself would likely consider me a pervert if he knew who I really was.

Perversion is very much in the eye of the beholder.

“If I use the usual setting,” Damien said, “you’d be baked into that body for keeps.

But if I reverse it—” He glanced down at the gun. “—it’ll come right off. Pull the

trigger twice and I’ll have me three bodysuits to rent.”

I didn’t think, I just reacted. In two strides I had my hands on the gun. He did get

off a shot and I was struck by the beam, but oddly enough it seemed to have no

effect. Then we were toppling over, the weapon caught between us. We fought—

and of course somebody pulled the trigger. It hardly mattered who.

I hit the floor hard, my head knocking into the wall. I didn’t pass out, but when it

stopped hurting enough to look around—the gun was in pieces. It was definitely a

cheap knock-off. As for Damien—my poor aunt’s psychopathic son was flat on

the floor—a skinsuit himself, and forevermore.

~

Needless to say, I couldn’t tell anyone what had happened. I now knew I would be

Cassandra for the rest of my life, but I had two empty skinsuits to fill. Otherwise

questions would be asked, answers would be awkward. The trick would be to find

two deserving souls, male or female, who wanted a fresh start in life.

It wouldn’t be an easy choice, given that they would become my family, but I had

to try. Grey Mountain’s reform school for girls would be a good place to start; that

was where parents sent their daughters who insisted on dressing up as boys. If my

experience was any guide, some of them might well jump at the chance.

Ladies, do I ever have an offer for you!  


